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Abstract 

The stochastic simulation of random road surfaces as well as of parallel tracks is considered. 
Starting from the specual density 

(J-

-;- :2 + 0'2 : 

a. fast simulation method is derived and demonstrated for the surfa.ces as well as their 
derivatives. Thereby the theory of \\'eakly correlated functions supplies the theoretical 
background. 
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Introduction 

Considering the inTIuence of roads on the beha,:iour of vehicles the mattl
ematical modelling results in differenriRl equation systems containing rhe 
road surfaces and their deri':atives as random excitations. In this paper 
\ye are concerned iyith a new simulation procedure of road surfaces. In the 
literature several principles and methods can be founel for simulation and ap
plication in \'ehicle dynamics (cf. for instance [7]. [S] [9]). We are especially 
inreresrecl in a more general method supplying a fast (on-line-) simulation 
procedure as ii'ell as the basis for a theoretical stochastic analysis. 

'[sing the concept of v;eakly correlated functions VO'.! SCHElDT and 
\YOHRL deri-,'ecl some approximate models of random road profiles (see [10]

). In section 2 the main results of these approximations are summarized 
and analyzed for our purposes. Thereb~' we \vii! see that these models are 
"Iso suitable to get t\,;o correlated parallel tc'acks. 

Subsequently in section :3 our simulation procedure is derived on the 
hasis of the simulation of sufficiently smooth \veakly correlated processes. 
Finally in section 4 some numerical results are given to 511o\y the useful
ness and efficieIlcy of the simulated realizations. Applications of this ne\,' 
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simulation to vehicle dynamics can be found in [3], [5] and [ll]. A closed 
presentation of the simulation methods described in this paper, a compari
son with theoretical results and also more concrete applications are included 
in [llJ. 

2. Mathematical Models and Statistical Adaptation 

Starting from the often llsed spectral density of roCt d profiles f 

5(0) = (1 ) 
" : 

\'\'ith the corresponding correlation function 

.) 

R( t) = (5- (2) 

an approximation of f is derived in \VOHRL [14] and VO\1 SCHEIDT: \VOHRL 

.[12J in form of a linear functional 

t 

f(t.;.,)) = J f-~'(t-s)f~ ,-,_:)0\. (3) 
-:x; 

where 1,,(3, tu) is a wide-sense stationary and weakly correlated process. 
vVeakly correlated processes are random functions \vithout ·dis:ant effect' or 
functions of 'noise-natured character'. The exact definition and the resulting 
limit theorems or expansions of stochastic characteristics are given in [10]. 
Especially, their expectation function is zero. the correlation function of such 
processes has the form 

for IS1 - .521 :::; 0 

otherwise 

and the so-called intensity IS m case of \vide sense stationary processes de
fined by 

" 
Q = lim ~ J R,,(z)d::: 

".).0 c 

Then the following limit theorem 

1 
Em -(f(t1 11(t2)) 
e:.).Oo 

(4) 

results in the approxima tion for small values of the correlation length c > 0 

(5) 
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which corresponds to the desired correlation function (2). 
Whereas the original correla tion function (2) is not differentiable, the 

approximation (3) is twice differentiable if fo is continuously differentiable 
for E > O. It follows 

i 

f(i, v.-') j~(t, G) -} / e-'y(t-s) fds, ,,,.: )ds . 

-00 

(6 ) 

f(t. (!)) c (')' f (,. 2 JE,t~;..t.,· - ~l e t~\.:.J) + "'/ 
-x 

Because of the appearance or tnese explicit derivatives fo and fo VOM 

SCHEIDT [10J introduced a smoothing function (polynomial) Qo(t,5) de
pending on the parameter 5 > 0 and having the properties Qo (0,5) = 
Q~ (0,5) = O. Putting 

t 
f(t, (!)) I Q(t - s. 5)fo(s,.,; )ds , 

J 
-::x:: 

where Q(t s,5) = Qo (t - s, 5)e-r(t-s), the approximation corresponding 
to the correlation function (3) 

(1(t1 )f(t2)) 
aE -..,,1 to -t)' 

~ -e I, - I 

2~! 

is true if 5 -I- O. Here we have only linear functionals of fo 

t 

f(k) (t, w) = J Q(k) (t - s)fo(s. w)ds, k = 0,1. 2 

-00 

as derivatives. This second model is especially advantageous for the theo
retical stochastic analysis of random vibration systems (cf. for instance [10], 
[llJ and [13]). In our former papers (cf. [1], [2]) we also used this model. 
But, it needs some special efforts with respect to the numerical calculations 
because of the structure of the smoothing function Qo. Therefore, we use 
now the first model (3) to derive a quicker simulation procedure. To this end 
we need in (6) also simulations of differentiable weakly correlated processes. 
In section 3 the resulting procedure is given. 

After modelling the random road profile as linear functional (3) and 
subsequently its derivatives by (6) the next problem is to specify the model 
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Fig. 1. Adaptation of the scale parameter 
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Fig. 2. Estimated and adapted spectral densities 
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parameters ~(, c and a by comparisons with statistical estimates from mea
surements of real roads. This can be carried out by means of an interactive 
procedure. Firstly, the scale parameter I is adapted by consideration of the 
correlation function R(t) (see Fig. 1). 

Secondly, the correlation length c is determined by calculating the 
theoretical spectral densities of the 1st and 2nd derivative 

S "(a \ II J 

"'a ~i2 
S I, I, ( a) - ')~ 2' 2' 

..... /i ""/ + Q 

and comparing them with the estimates of the measured road. The final 
result is plotted in Fig. 2. 

0.5 

x 

Fig. 3. Realization of a differentiable weakly correlated process 

After all, the intensity is calculated from relations (2) and (5) by a = 
2(J2_J/ c . where (J2 denotes the estimated dispersion of the measured road. 

The mathematical models can be extended to considerations of two 
parallel tracks using methods described e.g. in PARKHILOVSKII [6] and 
SCHIEHLEN [8]. Taking into account the concepts mentioned above two 
correlated excitations (tracks) h(t.".:) and fR(t.'-'.J) with distance b and an 
orthotrop behaviour. i.e. 

can be derived. They have again the form of linear functionals 

t 

h(t,'-'.J) J e-;(t-s)UI=:(s,;..,.:) + he:(s.i.<;)Jds , 

-x 
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i 
r J e--r(t-s) [he:(s, u)) - he:(s, w)Jds 

-00 

with independent weakly correlated processes he:(s,w) and he:(s,w). The 
derivation and some further considerations with respect to the coherence 
function can be found in [2J and [ll]. 

3. Simulation Procedure 

~ow \ve turn to the simulation of the mathematical models (3) and (6). First 
of all. the simulation of a differentiable weakly correlated process fe:(.3.,,-') 
is given. Thereby, a bounded domain 3 EO [a, of interest is decomposed 
into n intervals [a;.Cli+!l \vith length h = - al/n and CL; = a + ih, 
i = 0,1. ... ,n. Fs.rrher {~;( W)}i and {~;( w)} i) i = 0.1. .... n, denote two 
sets of independent. identically distributed random variables with < ~; >= 

- ?? r < C >= 0 and < ~i >= O"g ror all i. 

Fig. 4. Simulation of two tracks 

Setting 

gi(3.W) 

Pi(S - ail;) + q;(s 

for s E . CLi+d and demanding 

g;(CL; ) 

t. 
'>1 • 

.) 

ait + 11i(S - ail + l'i 

gi(ai+l i 

~i+l 
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Fig. 5. ?vfeasured profile 

the coefficients El are determined by 

Pi 

'ii 

2(~i - ~i+d + (~i + ~i+l)h 
h3 

:3(~i+l - ~i) + (2C + C+llh 
h2 

Ili C and Vi = ~i . 

69 

In consequence of the independence of the random variables ~i and ~i the so 
defined process f" is v;eakly correlated with correlation length E = 2h. Its 
intensity can be determined by a = a.; /2. i.e. the intensity depends only on 
the stochastic behaviour of~. Hence. ~a simulation of Cl differentiable weakly 
correlated process can be obtained by simulation of the random variables ~i 
and E.;. In 3 a realization of such a simulation is drawn with E = 0.1. 

. .. 
=';QY\" ,ye consider the simulation of the approximation of j, f and f 

according to (3) and (6). To rhis end. we need the determination of the 
integral or linear functional. respectively. Firstly. we separate this integrCll 

Q 

f(L.<-·) I' e-,(I-.o) f,,(s. u; )ds + (e-,(i-8) f=:(s. u; )ds 
J J 

-x 

where Cl has to be chosen such that the first integral is neglectably small. 
There are possibilities to suppOrt this choice by some mathematical esti
mates. Secondly. the integral over [Cl. t] 1S determined by 

t 

r --;(1-8) f 
f e " u; )ds 
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Fig. 6. Estimated and adapted correlation function and spectral densities 

with nt = entier [(t - a)jh]. Some straightforward calculations lead to 

t n,-l 

f(t,w) ;:::: J E-;(1-5) fds, ,,-')ds = L CiE-'y(l-a;) + Cn,(t)E-;(t-a n ,) , 

i=O Q 

(8) 
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where 

"Ih [ (h
3 

3h
2 

6h 6 ) (h2 2h 2 ) e' po - - -- + - - ~ + q' - - - + -
I ~i ~,2 ,"\,3 ~A l~, ~,2 ~i3 

I I I r I I / 

and cnt(t) corresponds to Ci if h is substituted by t - ant' 

4. Numerical Simulation 

Finally we present some concrete simulation results. According to a realized 
adaptation the values ~! = 1.2. c = 0.021 and a = 0.222 are chosen. To 
demonstrate tV.lO parallel tracks the distance b is put b = 0.0675 s which 
corresponds to l.5 m (u = 80 km/h). In the Fig. 4 the simulated profiles 
fI(t) and fR(t) are dravm and in Fig. 5 the measured profile f(t) is drawn 
for a visual comparison. 

A good coincidence can also be stated investigating the characteristics 
of the simulated profile. In Fig 6 the estimated correlation function and 
spectral densities of the simulated profiles are drawn in comparison with 
the adapted characteristics. 
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